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Abstract

It is widely held that smells and flavors are impossible to put into words. In this paper we test this claim by seeking predictive patterns

in wine reviews, which ostensibly aim to provide guides to perceptual content. Wine reviews have previously been critiqued as random

and meaningless. We collected an English corpus of wine reviews with their structured metadata, and applied machine learning

techniques to automatically predict the wine’s color, grape variety, and country of origin. To train the three supervised classifiers, three

different information sources were incorporated: lexical bag-of-words features, domain-specific terminology features, and semantic

word embedding features. In addition, using regression analysis we investigated basic review properties, i.e., review length, average

word length, and their relationship to the scalar values of price and review score. Our results show that wine experts do share a common

vocabulary to describe wines and they use this in a consistent way, which makes it possible to automatically predict wine character-

istics based on the review text alone. This means that odors and flavors may be more expressible in language than typically acknowledged.

Keywords: wine reviews, wine vocabulary, classification, supervised learning, terminology extraction

1. Introduction

Few food categories are described as often as wine: a vast

number of wine reviews appear in magazines, books, blogs,

supermarkets, newspapers, and numerous other venues.

These reviews contain descriptors, which chronicle the ap-

pearance, aroma (smell), flavor, and textural attributes of

wines in loving detail. This is puzzling, as previously many

scholars have claimed that smells and flavors are difficult,

if not impossible to put into words (Sperber, 1975; Rouby

et al., 2002; Levinson and Majid, 2014).

There is an ongoing debate as to whether wine is actually

described in an informative manner in wine reviews. On

the one hand, studies suggest wine experts use language in

a consistent manner (Croijmans and Majid, 2016). Simi-

larly, expert descriptions are more often correctly matched

to a wine than descriptions written by novices (Solomon,

1990), with the suggestion that wine experts are more likely

to use specific terminology which is more informative. On

the other hand, studies suggest trained wine experts more

often use vague and abstract terms (e.g., complex, attrac-

tive) when describing wines (Gawel, 1997). Similarly,

metaphorical language is often encountered in wine de-

scriptions (Suárez Toste, 2007; Caballero, 2007), suggest-

ing wine experts employ vague and overly literary prose.

Others have more directly critiqued wine reviews as be-

ing uninformative and mere “purple prose” (Quandt, 2007)

(p.130).

Here, we study how wine experts express properties of

wines in their reviews. Wine reviews convey both sensory

descriptions of wines, as well as objective properties such

as color, grape type, country of origin, and price; and re-

views also convey an overall rating as to the quality of the

wine. Previously, we showed that experts are indeed consis-

tent in their descriptions and we were able to train a clas-

sifier on review texts to predict objective wine properties

(color, country, grape, price) (Hendrickx et al., 2016). In

the present investigation we expand this work in two direc-

tions.

First, we examined the usefulness of domain-specific ter-

minology as feature representations for classification tasks.

To investigate the terminological consistency in wine re-

views, we set up a machine learning experiment to automat-

ically predict the color, grape type, and country of origin of

wines based on the information contained in review texts.

To this end, we used a corpus of online wine reviews and

their structured metadata and extracted three types of infor-

mation from the review text: a set of lexical bag-of-words

features, a set of domain-specific terminological features,

and a set of semantic word embedding cluster features.

Second, we investigated a non-textual subjective property

assigned to the wine, namely the rating that was given by

the expert who wrote the review. We wished to estab-

lish whether there was a correlation between prices and

ratings, and whether the rating also influenced the review

text. Previous work suggests that wine experts (contrary

to laypersons) prefer more expensive wines over cheaper

ones (Goldstein et al., 2008). Furthermore, more expensive

wines are described with longer reviews, measured in the

total number of characters in the whole review (Ramirez,

2010). Another way in which price and rating may be re-

flected in the review may be in the average word length of

the words used: More expensive wines may be described

using ”more expensive” words, i.e., longer words, for ex-

ample. We performed a regression analysis to replicate

the finding by Ramirez (2010) and to further explore the

relationship between subjective ratings and price, and the

length of wine reviews and average word length in the re-

views.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Sec-

tion 2 we give an overview of related research, while in Sec-

tion 3 we provide details about our corpus of wine expert

reviews. Section 4 describes the experimental setup and re-

sults of our classification experiments to predict wine color,
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type, and country of origin. Section 5 presents the regres-

sion analysis where we focus on the aspects of price and

rating. Section 6 summarizes our main findings.

2. Related research

A number of studies have covered related territory. For this

abstract we briefly review some of the most pertinent stud-

ies.

Brochet and Dubourdieu (2001) carried out a lexical analy-

sis of four corpora of wine tasting comments by performing

χ2 calculations for all word co-occurrences in the text. The

resulting lexical fields were not organized along sensory di-

mensions only, but contained a mix of visual (yellow), ol-

factory (apricot), taste (sweet) and hedonistic (good) terms,

among others, which appears to contradict reports of pro-

fessional tasters who say they taste wine in an “analytic”

manner. Moreover, the fact that word groups combine vi-

sual, olfactory and taste descriptors, support the idea that

wine language is organized around wine “prototypes”. In-

deed, Solomon (1997) showed that features identified by

experts significantly co-vary with grape types such that

wines of the same grape are described more similarly by

experts, suggesting these prototypes may be real.

Wine reviews also often feature ratings of wines (i.e., a nu-

merical score). This score can be seen as a subjective ex-

pression of the quality of a wine (Oczkowski, 2016). Price,

on the other hand, may be seen as a more objective reflec-

tion of a wine’s quality, determined by several factors not

influenced by the reviewer, but rather by other quality mea-

sures such as the growing season average temperature and

rainfall (Oczkowski, 2016). Even though the relationship

between price and quality is not always one-to-one (Gold-

stein et al., 2008), price may nevertheless give an accessi-

ble, rough approximation of quality, in addition to the more

subjective expert rating. A wine review may reflect these

aspects of quality of a wine in a number of ways: more

expensive wines may be described using more words on

average, for example (Ramirez, 2010).

The studies reviewed above exemplify a rich research tradi-

tion using statistical analysis of wine review corpora. How-

ever, there are few studies that have applied natural lan-

guage processing (NLP) techniques to such data. To date,

the research that has used NLP or data mining techniques

of wine data have focused on machine learning applied

to data containing information about the chemical compo-

nents of wine (for example (Urtubia et al., 2007; Cortez et

al., 2009)).

A previous study of ours did use NLP methods (Hendrickx

et al., 2016), and asked whether wine experts use consistent

terminology to describe wine, and if by consequence expert

reviews contain enough information to automatically pre-

dict wine color, grape type, and country of origin by means

of supervised classification techniques. In this paper, we

take this work forward and examine how experts use con-

sistent terminology to describe wine, and investigate the

contribution of different types of information, viz. lexical,

semantic and terminological feature groups. Our research

differs from previous studies (such as (Brochet and Dubour-

dieu, 2001)) where corpus-based statistical analyses were

used to examine wine language; whereas we train machine

learning algorithms on a large corpus of expert wine re-

views to automatically predict various characteristics. In

addition, we investigate the relationship between subjec-

tive and objective wine quality indicators and basic review

properties, i.e., the length of the review and average length

of the words used in the review.

3. Corpus Description

We collected a corpus of wine reviews from http://

www.winemag.com/, containing in total 76,410 unique

reviews from 33 experts. These wine reviews are com-

bined with additional information about the wines such as

the name of the producer, production year, alcohol percent-

age, color, grape type(s), origin, and rating by the expert.

These ratings vary between 80 and 100. The reviews are

rather short, on average 39 (untokenized) words per review,

and often these reviews combine a sensory description with

some additional information, such as the producer or re-

gion. The following is an example of a review about an

red wine produced in Italy in 2009 with a price of 45$ and

which was rated 91 out of 100:

Cantina del Pino makes some of the finest Bar-

baresco available today. This shows a succu-

lent quality, with aromas of smoked bacon, wild

berries and forest underbrush. Savory and sophis-

ticated, this has loads of personality.

Take, for example, another review of a Spanish red wine

with a low rating of 80 and a price of 17$:

Best on the nose, but sharp and narrow as can

be on the palate. Cranberry and sour cherry fla-

vors dominate, while the finish is astringent. No

amount of swirling and saving is going help it

much.

Note that not all reviews had all metadata fields filled. In

our experiments we only use those reviews for which we

had non-zero values for the class to be predicted. So, for

example the classification experiments excluded the 5,308

reviews of wines where the color was unknown.

4. Classification

We aim to study the usefulness of domain-specific termi-

nology as feature representation for predicting wine prop-

erties on the sole basis of the wine review text. We exper-

iment with different feature representations and we com-

pare the terminology features against lexical bag-of-words

features, and semantic word embedding features. To opera-

tionalize the task of automatically detecting objective wine

characteristics, we build supervised machine learning sys-

tems and aim at predicting three wine characteristics: color,

grape variety, and country of origin.

4.1. Experimental setup

The corpus was randomly split into a training (80%) and

test (20%) partition. As evaluation measures, we report av-

eraged micro F-scores on the held-out test set.

To predict the color of a wine, we limit ourselves to three

categories: white, red and rosé. In order to have a better
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understanding of the predictive power of this classifier, we

removed color adjectives referring to the three color classes

from the review text. To train a system predicting grape va-

riety, we selected wines produced from a single grape with

at least 200 reviews in the training set and removed all grape

blends. We also merged grape names referring to the same

grape (e.g., Pinot Gris and Pinot Grigio), which resulted

in a total of 28 grape varieties to be predicted. Much vari-

ation can be seen in the number of training instances per

grape, ranging from 5,706 reviews for chardonnay to 222

reviews for carmenère. The third classifier aims at predict-

ing among 47 different countries of origin. Again, the class

distribution is unbalanced, with some countries represented

very well (e.g., US: 25,104 reviews, Italy: 9,912 reviews,

France: 8,568 reviews) to countries only occurring once

(Tunisia, South Korea, Montenegro, India) in the training

set.

All wine reviews were linguistically preprocessed by means

of the Stanford toolkit (Manning et al., 2014) involving tok-

enization, lemmatization and Part-of-Speech tagging. From

the preprocessed review text, three different feature types

were extracted to model the three classification tasks: lexi-

cal, semantic and terminology features.

4.1.1. Lexical features

We extracted a list of bag-of-words (BoW) unigram fea-

tures from the review text containing lowercased lemmas.

These BoW features were filtered on Part-of-Speech cat-

egory to filter out function words and only keep content

words (nouns, adjectives, verbs, and adverbs). The BoW

features were incorporated as binary features, meaning that

each BoW is a separate feature, which is assigned the value

“1” if it occurs in the respective wine review, and “0” oth-

erwise.

4.1.2. Semantic features

In order to reduce data sparsity, we also created word

embeddings from the training reviews by means of

Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013). After traing, for any in-

put word Word2Vec is able to produce a word vector con-

taining distributional information, i.e., information about

the surrounding lexical contexts in which the word occurs.

cluster size Accuracy

100 clusters 92.398%

200 clusters 94.674%

300 clusters 95.843%

500 clusters 95.018%

1000 clusters 95.391%

2000 clusters 95.177%

Table 1: Cross-validation accuracy for a varying number of

cluster sizes.

Word2Vec was run with standard settings, that is the BoW

model with a context size of 8, and a word vector dimen-

sionality of 200 features. To group word vectors for words

that share common contexts in the wine reviews, and thus

are located in close proximity in the vector space, we clus-

tered the obtained word vectors using a K-means clustering

algorithm. We then encoded the resulting clusters as binary

features that were activated if the review text contained a

word occurring in the respective clusters. To decide on

the desired number of output clusters, we performed 10-

fold cross-validation experiments on the training data with

a varying number of cluster features (100, 200, 300, 500,

1000 and 2000 clusters). Table 1 shows the accuracy for

the cross-validation experiments with varying cluster sizes.

A manual inspection of the resulting clusters revealed that

the clusters indeed contain semantically related terms. This

is illustrated by cluster 82, which contains many terms re-

ferring to floral and other related aromas:

abundant, acacia, aromatic, bee’s, clover, dande-

lion, delicate, enticing, floral, flower, foremost,

fragrant, freesia, fresh-cut, freshly, fuzz, garden,

jasmine, light-weight, lilac, musk, oils, peony,

petroleum, pretty, roses, rosewater, subtle, tal-

cum, wax, wisp, wispy

4.1.3. Terminology features

As a third feature group, we extracted domain-specific

terms from the wine review corpus. Terms are linguisti-

cally motivated units that refer to concepts within a given

domain. The wine-specific terms were extracted by means

of TExSIS (Macken et al., 2013), a hybrid terminology ex-

traction tool. In a first step, linguistic preprocessing (Van de

Kauter et al., 2013) is run on the wine corpus to perform to-

kenization, lemmatization, Part-of-Speech tagging, chunk-

ing, and named entity recognition. Subsequently, TExSIS

makes use of this linguistic information to generate syn-

tactically valid candidate terms. In a final step, statistical

filters such as Termhood and C-value are applied to gener-

ate the list of single (e.g. flavor, cherry, ripe, spice, finish)

and multi-word (e.g. cherry fruit, berry flavors, firm tan-

nins, black currant) terms.

The underlying idea of the termhood filtering is that

domain-specific terms (e.g. tannin, nose) have much higher

relative frequencies in the domain-specific wine corpus

than in a standard corpus of English, the Web 1T 5-gram

v1 corpus1 in this case. An inspection of the top-10 terms

extracted by TExSIS with the highest termhood scores

(i.e. flavors, tannins, aromas, wine, acidity, fruit, palate,

finish, off-dry, cherry) reveals that these terms indeed be-

long to specialized wine vocabulary. Although some of

these terms also occur in common language, they are much

more frequent in the wine corpus than in a general back-

ground corpus.

The second statistical filter, the C-value filter (Frantzi

and Ananiadou, 1999), checks the degree of cohesiveness

inside multi-word terms. The C-value metric aims at

handling the extraction of nested terms by examining

the frequencies of a term used as part of a longer term.

Examples of TExSIS multi-word terms with high C-value

scores are: black cherry, fruit flavor, Cabernet Sauvignon,

pinot noir, tropical fruit, crisp acidity, dark chocolate and

smoky oak.

The resulting terms were again incorporated as binary fea-

tures in the feature vector. For each review, we extracted

1https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/ldc2006t13
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the list of unigrams, bigrams, trigrams and fourgrams, and

set the binary features to ‘1’ if the respective term occurs

in one of the n-gram lists. In order to have a comparable

amount of bag-of-words and terminological features, we in-

cluded the same number of features for both feature groups.

For the terminological features, we therefore considered the

15,357 most domain-specific terms, sorted by termhood.

4.1.4. Machine learning algorithm

As a classification algorithm, we used Support Vector Ma-

chines as implemented in the LIBSVM toolkit (Chang and

Lin, 2011). We ran LIBSVM in three different settings: (1)

RBF Kernel with standard settings, (2) RBF Kernel with

optimized settings (by means of a Grid search, performed

on a sample (5,000 randomized instances) of the training

data for each classification task, and (3) Linear kernel with

standard settings.

When building the feature vectors, we removed reviews

where the respective category label was missing, resulting

in a training and test set of varying size per classification

task. Table 2 lists the number of instances per training and

test for each task, as well as the number of categories to be

predicted, which gives a good indication of the classifica-

tion difficulty.

classification task training test categories

colour 56,893 14,209 3

grape type 39,900 9,976 28

country 61,128 15,282 47

Table 2: Size of the training and test sets and number of

categories to be predicted for each classification task.

4.2. Classification results and discussion

Table 3 lists the results for the LIBSVM Linear Kernel and

optimized RBF Kernel for a varying feature vector. We

show experimental results for the different feature groups

in isolation and for a combination of all three information

sources.

The results of the different feature representations in isola-

tion show that for the grape variety and country classifica-

tion experiments, the domain-specific terminology features

selected by TExSIS outperform the BoW and Word2Vec

features. For color however, we see that a simple BoW

gives the best performance. In addition, it appears that the

choice of SVM kernel does not have a huge effect, as each

column shows similar tendencies. When we combine the

three feature representations, we again see that this is bene-

ficial for the performance on the grape variety and country

classification experiments, but not for the color experiments

where BoW features perform best.

We also investigated which domain-specific terms were

most informative for the country and variety classification

tasks. To this end, we calculated Information Gain (IG)

weighting, which measures for an individual feature how

much information it contributes to predicting the correct

class label. This was done by computing a probability-

weighted average of the informativeness of the different

values of the feature, with the IG implementation provided

Setup RBF opt Lin Kernel

Color

BoW 96.75% 96.59%

Word2Vec 96.31% 96.18%

TExSIS 93.49% 91.66%

All features 96.09% 95.29%

Grape Variety

BoW 42.10% 48.28%

Word2Vec 57.39% 56.46%

TExSIS 72.53% 72.77%

All features 76.16% 76.61%

Country

BoW 66.50% 60.32%

Word2Vec 69.17% 68.27%

TExSIS 78.67% 79.06%

All features 82.27% 82.84%

Table 3: Averaged micro F-scores per category for the op-

timised RBF (RBF opt) and Linear (Lin Kernel) kernels.

by Timbl (Daelemans et al., 2009). We contrasted an anal-

ysis of the best performing terminology features with the

most informative lexical descriptors from the bag-of-words

feature set.

Table 4 lists the top-25 most informative terminology (TEx-

SIS) and bag-of-words (BoW) features for both classifica-

tion tasks.

Country Variety Country Variety

TExSIS TExSIS BoW BoW

fruit aromas aroma aroma

it acidity palate tannin

aromas cherry acidity acidity

finish tannins cherry dry

palate palate tannin palate

acidity ripe note note

tannins dry ripe ripe

has has spice spice

cherry dried-herb drink drink

ripe oak dry oak

drink drink nose sweet

notes notes black not

spice rich berry rich

nose black not black

black spice sweet blackberry

fresh soft plum show

sweet very fresh berry

rich nose show now

berry blackberry rich good

dry shows red soft

red fresh oak very

plum berry soft nose

soft red good year

oak crisp now fresh

very vanilla blackberry red

Table 4: Top-25 most informative terminology and bag-

of-words features sorted by descending Information Gain

scores for the country and grape variety tasks.

A first observation is that the Information Gain analysis re-
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veals a big overlap between the most informative descrip-

tors (1) for the two classification tasks, i.e. country and va-

riety (overlap of 20 TExSIS and 23 BoW features) and (2)

for the two different features groups, i.e., terminology and

bag-of-words features (overlap of 20 for country and 22

for variety). Second, the most informative descriptors do

not contain explicit mentions of the class labels (i.e., grape

types, countries), but rather contains odour (e.g., aroma),

flavour (e.g., sweet, tannin) and sight (e.g., red) descriptors.

In addition, they contain source-based (e.g., plum, oak), as

well as evaluative terms (e.g., good), verbs related to the

wine tasting process (e.g., finish, drink), and more general

vocabulary (e.g., show).

5. Correlation between price, score and text

characteristics

Another aspect we were interested in was how strong the re-

lationship was between basic level properties of the review

(i.e., the length of the review in number of characters and

the average length of words used), and the objective price

of the wine and subjective rating given by the reviewer. To

estimate this relationship, two regression models were run

on the data: one predicting the price from word length and

review length, and one predicting review score from word

length and review length.

Average word length per review was established by divid-

ing the amount of characters by the number of words. Re-

views with an unknown score or price (standardized to dol-

lars per 0.75L) were removed from the data set, resulting in

67,006 remaining reviews. Analyses were performed using

R (R Core Team, 2013). The means and standard devia-

tions of the different review features (price, score, average

word length, and review length) can be found in Table 5.

feature mean SD

price 33.3 47.9

rating 87.6 3.2

review length 235.7 71.2

word length 6.0 0.4

Table 5: Means and standard deviations for the review fea-

tures price in dollars, review score in points, and review

length and average word length measured in characters.

Estimate β SE t-value p

Intercept -12.98 2.74 -4.7 < .001

Av word length 2.61 0.45 5.8 < .001

Review length .13 .003 50.9 < .001

Table 6: Predicting price from average word length and re-

view length.

The regression model for review price and rating for all

67,006 reviews which had non-zero values are shown in Ta-

ble 6 and Table 7 respectively. Review length and average

word length were significantly related to the price of the

wine, in such a way that for every additional character in a

review, the wine was on average 13 cents more expensive,

and the use of longer words by one character predicted an

Estimate β SE t-value p

Intercept 7.76 .164 479.3 < .001

Av word length .791 .027 29.5 < .001

Review length .025 .002 149.6 < .001

Table 7: Predicting review rating score from average word

length and review length.

extra 2.6 dollars on top of the wine price, on average. Sim-

ilarly, the review score was significantly correlated with re-

view length and word length. For each additional character

in the review, the score of the wine increased by .79 points.

Average word length in a review had less influence, as the

use of one-character longer words increased the score by

only .025 points.

6. Conclusion

This paper describes a set of classification and regression

experiments aimed at predicting wine characteristics based

on the review text. The results show that (1) wine experts

indeed share a common vocabulary, making it possible to

predict the color, grape variety and country of origin of

the wine to a reasonable extent, and that (2) terminologi-

cal features outperform bag of word features and semantic

features when used in isolation. In addition, review length

and average word length were shown to be significantly re-

lated to review price and rating.

In sum, this study shows that the language of wine re-

views is richly informative (contra previous claims), and

demonstrates the important role of NLP methods to address

core questions about the limits and possibilities of language

more generally.
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